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In Ibibio, there are certain NP's which superficially look
like English reflexive pronouns. This paper critically examines such NP's and presents facts and arguments to demonstrate that they are in fact no+ reflexive pronouns but
possessive NP's. In addition, the paper relates the emphatics, whose forms in Ibibio, like their English counterparts,
are similar to the so-called reflexive pronouns. Since the
facts of Ibibio strongly suggest that the so-ca-led reflexive pronouns are in fact examples of possessive NP's, it is
suggested that these NP's be derived by the rule of Possessive pronominalization rather than by reflexivization. The
paper finally considers the implication of such an analysis
for the Ibibio grammar.

1.

Introduction
Pronominalization can be looked upon as a rule that is concerned with the

derivation of pronouns in relation to other NP's in a

speci~ied

phrase marker.

In a standard transformational approach [Lees Rnd Klima 1963:l47ff.J, pronominalization derives a pronoun from an underlying more fully specified NP, provided, of course, such an NP satisfies certain conditions.

Following Postal's

[1966:6l-66J further development and refinement of the mechanisms of thi~ approach, pronominalization consists in specifying a noun stem as [+ProJ and additionallyas [+ReflJ in the case of reflexivization, a particular type of
pronominalization.

In Jackendoff's interpretative theory, pronominalization

consists in specifying the relation between two NP's, one of which is a pronoun, in particular marking them as coreferential.

In this approach [Jacken-

lIbibio is spoken by about four million people in the Cross River
State of Nigeria. It is very closely related to Efik.
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doff 1972:10Sff.J, such a rule is not a syntactic but a semantic one of interpretation.
There are several types of pronominalization, the best known of which may
be referred to as simple pronominalization, e.g. English
etc.; reflexivization, e.g. English
ation, e.g. English

who/whom,

himself,

he/him,

she/her,

herself, etc.; and relativiz-

which, etc.

There are other less discussed types of pronominalization such as reciprocal pronominalization (English

each other,

ive pronominalization (English

his,

one another, etc.) and possess-

their, etc.).

Even Lees and Klima

[1963J, in what has now become standard transformational reference for pronominalization, made no mention at all of possessive pronominalization.

Yet the

phrase "possessive pronoun" is quite often used by linguists (see Quirk and
Greenbaum [1973:105-106J, for example).

Moreover, there are cases such as the

following in English:
(1) a.
b.

John sold his car.
The men saw their wives.

These involve a rule of pronominalization, but judged by the forms of the pronouns

his/their) and their relationship to the other elements in the sen-

tences, they apparently differ from any of the well known types--simple pronominalization, reflexivization, and relativization--as they are generally
formulated.
This paper examines the so-called reflexive pronouns and in comparison
with English reflexive pronouns, which are currently derived by reflexivization, suggests that such NP's in Ibibio are not in fact reflexive but possessive.

It further suggests that if reflexivization as currently formulated han-

dles only reflexive pronouns, then the reflexive-like NP's in Ibibio, which
are in fact possessive NP's, cannot be handled by the same rule.

More import-

antly, the syntactic behaviour of Ibibio possessive NP's, which is substantially different from that of English reflexive pronouns, strongly suggests
that possessive pronouns, themselves possessive NP's, be derived by another
pronominal rule.

That rule, in our view, is possessive pronominalization.

Unlike reflexivization, possessive pronominalization, as we shall see, enables
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us to relate the so-called reflexive pronouns to the emphatics, both of which
have identical forms in Ibtbio.
2.

The So-called Reflexive Pronouns and Reflexivization
Definitions of reflexive pronouns are at best casual or informal.

Jesper-

sen [1964:111] defines them in terms of the identity between the subject and
the object of a sentence:

"When the subject and object are identical, we use

for the latter the so-called reflexive pronouns."

In other words, there is no

mention of the SIMPLEX or CLAUSE-MATE condition that is commonly associated
with reflexivization.

For Quirk and Greenbaum [1973:103J, "Reflexive pronouns

replace a coreferent noun phrase, normally within the same finite verb."

Here

the definition is not only in terms of identity or coreference, but also in
terms of the function of the pronoun, namely the replacement of a coreferent
NP.

And for Akmajian and Heny [1975:195ff.], each reflexive pronoun "may be

thought of as composed

your,

o~

a noun stem with a possessive pronoun (such as

her) attached to it."

my,

In this case, the definition is from the point

of view of the composition of the pronoun itself.
So from the above definitions (or so-called definitions), the following
characteristics of the reflexive pronoun in English may be abstracted.
(1)

It occurs as object of a sentence and is identical or coreferent with
the subject of the sentence.

(2)

This sentence in which the reflexive pronoun occurs is normally a
simple clause.

(3)

It is a COMPOSITE pronoun consisting of a stem and some kind of modifier.

In recent years these characteristics have been formulated as a rule or
transformation known as Reflexivization.

As we have already pointed out above,

this rule is a type of pronominalization.
From a typical standard transformational standpoint, e.g. Lees & Klima
[1963:147ff.1, Chomsky [1965:145-1461, such a rule in English applies in a
phrase marker of the following sort, provided the identity and the clause-mate
conditions are met (See example (1) on the next page).
In Jackendoff's interpretative tbeory, the identity condition is not necessary, since there are semantic rules of interpretation which "establish relations between pairs of noun phrases marking them coreferential or non-coref-
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----s

NP

VP

DE~

I

I

the

boy

V~P

I

hurt

Dfr---y
the

boy

erential with each other" [Jackendoff 1968:5J.
We maintain that reflexivization, whether in the standard transformational
theory or in Jackendoff's interpretative theory, is not the rule that derives
Ibibio pronouns.

As we shall see, the facts of Ibibio strongly suggest that

these pronouns are a combination of Noun + Determiner of a possessive nature.
Accordingly, our derivation of these pronouns will take this into consideration.
3.

Facts and Arguments
To

b~gin

with, let us consider the forms of the so-called reflexive pro-

nouns in Ibibio.

(2) a.
b.

(ami)2 nnyaaQa (dam (mmi)
1
2
3
4
(af~) anyaaQa (dam (mf~)
1

c.

e.

4

Omya) anyaaQa (dam
I

d.

3

2

(am~)

2

2

3

am helping myself'
1 ----2----- 4 3

'you are helping yourself'

1 -----2-----

(nnytn) InyaaQa (dam (nnytn)
I
2
3
4
(nduf~) enyaaQa (dam (nduf~)
1

'I

4

4

3

'he/she/it is helping himself/herself/
itself'

----1---- ----2-----

'we are helping ourselves'
1 -----2----- 4
3
'you are helping yourselves'
1 -----2----4
3

2Tones are indicated as follows:
High Tone
a combination of High Tone and Downstepped Tone in a syllable
Rising Tone
Falling Tone
Low Tone
pure Downstepped Tone is unmarked
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f.

'they are helping themselves'
1
-----2----4
3

(ammS) enyaaQa idem (ammS)
1
2
3
4

The so-called reflexive pronouns are
idem (ndufo) ,and

(dem (nnytn),
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(dem (mm1),

(dem (ammS)

idem (am~)

Idem (mfo),

,

The parentheses, as usual,

.

indicate that the elements within them are optional.
First, we want to say that

(dem

is a lexical item (with a potential am-

biguity between 'self' or 'body') that occurs in the lexicon of the base of
the grammar.

This is a familiar analysis in English that does not need fur-

ther defence.

In support of this analysis, Postal [1966:61J has said this:

But the treatment of self as a grammatical formative is untenable. In
fact self must be taken to be a noun stem as we see clearly in such
phrases as the expression of self in our society, selfish, selfless, etc.
Similar arguments exist for Ibi-bio, where such nominalized phrases as
mbu~t 1d8m

'belief' (lit. 'borrowing of oneself'),

'seeing oneself (above others)'), and

'pride' (lit.

uktd (dem

'caring for oneself' exist.

Ukpeme (dem

Even more important and crucial for our analysis is the fact that
can occur on its own.
(3) a.
b.

Consider the following examples:

(dem am~ (S:)Qf'):)

1

,2

3

(dem Ime (s:)f)f):)

But if

(dem

'he is not well' (lit. body-his not well)
1
2 ---3---'Ime is not well' (lit. body-Ime not well)

is a nominal that occurs in the base rather than a trans-

formationally derived formative, the elements
ndufo,

amm~

mmi

,

mfo,

can best be looked upon as nominal modifiers.

have like nominal modifiers.
possessive NP.

(dem

More specifically

, ,

amo ,

nnytn

Indeed they be-

idem occurs as part of a

Such NP's consist of two nominals (at least) with the first

acting as a head noun (or N) and the following nominal acting as a modifier
of some sort of the precening nominal head (or N).

The first nominal is the

object possessed while the second or following nominal is the possessor.

For

arguments that analyse possessive NP's as consisting of Nand DET, see Essien
[1978: 121-126 J •
Before we turn to facts and arguments to support our claim that the socalled reflexive pronouns in Ibibio consist of a noun + a determiner of a
possessive nature, we should perhaps mention that the behaviour of

(dem

as
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both a noun stem in a reflexive function and a purely lexical item meaning
'body' is not unique in Ibibio.

A good number of the languages in the Cross

River State of Nigeria with which I am familiar show this characteristic.
Thus in Oron, which is related to Ibibio, the interpretation of

ile

in (4a)

is 'self' while in (4b), the interpretation is 'body'.
(4) a.

ntu ( Ie ml,
2

1

b.

ntu ( Ie
2

1

, I shot myself'
--1--- 3 2

3
(zlgh(
3

'I shot his body'
3

--1---

2

Similarly, in Dsak Edet, a language spoken by a small community near the Nigerian border with the United Republic of Cameroun,

unem

in (5a) means 'self'

while in (5b) it means 'body'.
( 5) a.

,
mbarada unem mi
2

1

b.

'I touched myself'
----1---- 3 2

3

I

mbarada unem use
1

2

'I touched his body'
2
----1---- 3

3

Returning to Ibibio, let us begin by examining the object NP's

mfo,

(dem

(dem am; , etc. in (2) above.

(dem mmi ,

We claim that these NP's are in

fact possessive NP's similar to those in (3).

In that case the main differ-

ence between the possessive NP's in (2) and those in (3) is that in (2) the
NP's occupy the object position while those in (3) occupy the subject position.
Let us now consider the facts supporting our claim.
First, just as possessive NP's take articles, the so-called reflexive pronouns or NP's also take articles.
( 6) a.
b.

Consider the following examples:

'Ime wants that share of his'
Ime ayem udeme am;' ado
2
4
1
4
2
1
3
3
5
5
,
Ime ak+d idem am; ado aboxo 'Ime is very arrogant' (lit. Ime
1
2
4 sees himself art. too much (above others) )
3
1

The possessive NP in (6a) is
pronoun is

(dem am;

udeme am;'

2

3

---4----

'his share', the so-called reflexive

'himself' in (6b), while the article is

ado.

Second, both kinds of NP's take adjectives, as the following examples
show:
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(7 ) a.

b.

At~

'Ata is looking for his small child'
2
------1------- 4
3

ayam atAk ay+n am;
4
1
2
3

amo

At~ ~ma etAk (dam
1

2

'Ata also likes his small self'
4
1
2
5
3

r5ko
5

4

3

Third, both the possessive

and the so-called reflexive pronoun allow

NP

quantifiers, as the following examples show:
( 8) a.

ate
1

b.

, ,

ado ayem aftt
4
2
3

I

\

\

\

'the man wants all his wealth'
2
1
4 6
3
5
'the man has washed his whole body/self'

n Ie am;)
6
5

, ,

eta ado ~yie attt (dam am;)
1

----1-----

Fourth, and very crucially, if the so-called reflexive pronoun is in fact
a possessive NP, then
nominal element

nke

(dam, the thing possessed, can be replaced by a pro'own'.

The object possessed is easily replaceable by

aka, as the following examples show:
\

b.

\

At§ ayem mmoto mfo, fdox6 mmoto mml
2
4
1
3
5

'Ata wants your car, not my car'

At§ ayem mm6to mfo, fdoxo ake mm'i

'Ata wants your car, not my own'

1

3

2

4

5

The same sort of replacement observed in (9) is evident in the following examples, which involve the so-called reflexive pronouns:

(10) a.
b.

,

, ,

nnyaal)a idem mml, ato nyaal)a (dam mfo 'I am helping myself, you help
2
2
3
3
yourself'

1

-----1------

,

,

',
aka mfo
nnyaal)a idem mml, ato nyaal)a

'I am helping myself, you help
your own'

The sentences in (lOa) and (lab) are, of course, paraphrases of each other
and they show a real difference between the reflexives in English and the socalled reflexives in Ibibio.

They also very convincingly show that such "re-

flexives" in the latter language are in fact possessive in nature.
Related to this and very interesting is the behaviour of
first person singular

\

,

ake

with the

may coalesce, as it were, to be-

mml .

come one word in certain sentence types.

Consider the following examples

which are paraphrases of each other:
(ll) a.

dap ~wed mfo
123

kpAI) ~wad

4

mml
5

'buy your books, leave my books'
1
3
2
4
5
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'buy your books, leave my own'
The same coalescing process observed in (11), which illustrates obvious
cases of possession, also takes place in the case of the so-called reflexive
pronouns, as the following pairs of examples show:
(12) a.

ken~ (dem mfa, kp~1) (dem mm)

2

1
b.
(13 ) a.

b.

kere (dem mfa, kp~1) aktm

1me

'think of yourself, leave me' (lit.
1
2
think of yourself, leave myself)
'think of yourself, leave me' (lit.
think of yourself, leave my own)

, ,

asuenne (dam amo, (d6x6 (dem mml
1
2

,

,

'Ime has disgraced himself,

------1------

not me' (lit. Ime has disgraced him2
self, not myself)

, ,

1me asuenne (dem amo, (d6x6 aktm 'Ime has disgraced himself, not me'
(lit. Ime has disgraced himself, not
my own)

Now, although (12) and (13 ) are grammatical only in the context of a contrast, they nevertheless touch on an important and fundamental aspect of reflexivization.

It is constantly maintained that the reflexive pronoun, as

the object, must be identical to its subject in the sentence in which the two
occur.

Indeed that is the essence of the word reflexive.

subject of the clause
the object is

(dem mmi

second clause

Ime

cal.

kp~1) (dam

'myself'.

(lit. leave myself) is

But in (12a), the

afo

'you', while

Similarly in (13a), the subject of the

and the object of that clause,

fdem'mml, are not identi-

If we derive the so-called reflexive pronouns from reflexivization, we

have to make an exception in the identity condition to accommodate the sentences in (12) and (13).
sessive NP's.

But no such problem arises if we derive them as pos-

After all, not all possessive NP's undergo possessive pronomin-

alization.
Fifthly, the fact that elements like

mmi

'my',

mfo

'your',

amo

'his!

her', etc. can be deleted, as pointed out earlier, follows from the fact that

in possessives the possessor element can be deleted in cases where the possessor is obvious.
ets are deletable:

Consider the following examples, where items in the brack-
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anwaan
" (~mo) ~di?
2
1
3

'has his wife come?'
2
1
3

b.

ebe (amo) ~dakk~
1
2

'her husband has left'
1
---2----

c.

mma (mm)) anyem
1
2
3

'my mother is looking for me'
2
1
------3-------

(14) a.

, ,

,

The recoverability of the deletable elements generally depend on the context
in which the utterance is made.

however, there are cases where recoverability

does not depend on the context but on the grammar itself.

Consider the fol-

lowing examples:
(15) a.

Cain

ama awot ay+n
1

b.
In (15b),

'Cain killed his brother' (lit. Cain
past tense morpheme kill his mother's son)
---------1--------- 2
5
4
3

3

'Cain killed his brother'

Cain ama awot aytn eka
am~

coreference with
aka

2

'his' can obviously be recovered from the grammar itself by
~yfn

Cain , because given the structure of that sentence,

'brother' can only be related to the antecedent
So the deletability of the elements

mml ,

mfo,

Cain
am~, etc. in (2),

which contain the co-called reflexive pronouns and in (14) and (15), which contain possessive NP's, appear to follow from the fact that these elements in
the two sets of NP's are essentially the same and also perform the same function in both sets of NP's.

This strongly suggests that the elements in both

cases be derived from the same source.

If that is the case, we can either de-

rive them by reflexivization, as in English, or by possessive pronominalization, given a proper analysis.

Since (14) and (15) clearly cannot provide the

proper analysis for reflexivization, it seems obvious that possessive pronominalization is the alternative.
Sixth, Essien [1978:121-130] has shown that in Efik, the so-called picture
nouns, together with the reflexive-like forms associated with them, such as

ndfsa fdem mml

and

mbuk (dem eSla

in (16) are better analysed as possessive

NP's.

(16) a.

mmekud ndise idem mmt
1

b.

Bassey

'I have seen a picture of myself'

234

etl f) mbuk
1

2

----1----

(dam

eSle

3

4

4 3

2

'Bassey has told a story of himself'
---1----

2

4

3
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The same arguments that apply to Efik in this regard also apply to Ibibio,
a very

c~osely

related language.

Similarly, the

sa~e

possessive rule that

hanciles the so-called picture nouns in Efik LEs:3ien '.973:13(;1'::J can also
handleGhe so-called picture nO·clns, such as the following, in Ibibio:

,

(17) a.

b.

i'1mektd nd i se idem mm 1
,

,I

Bassey

ata~

'I have seen a picture of myself'

"""

mbAk Idem

am~

'Bassey has told a story of himself'

Since both the so-called picture nouns and the so-called reflexive pronouns
in Ibibio are possessive in nature, they can be derived by the same possessive
rule that derives ordinary possessive NP' s .

In other words, one does not need

two different rules to hancile the so-called reflexive pronouns and those reflexive-like forms connected with the so-called picture nouns.
the 19'T8 possessive rule will be given in Section

A revision of

4.

Finally, let us consider the emphati'::: cases which contain the re1'lexi velike elements.

In doing this we shall first of all return to the examples in

(12) and (13) so that we may be able to relate them to other emphatic cases.
The examples in (12) and (13) involve some emphasis that arises from contrast.

As we see presently, they are in fact just examples of emphatic cases

idem

that involve the use of the lexical item

and the possessive pronoun,

or any other possessive nominal for that matter.

This fact relates the so-

called reflexive pronouns to the emphatics, both of which have the reflexivelike forms, and makes our analysis more revealing.

Under reflexivization as

currently formulated, this relationship has not been, and indeed cannot be,
accounted for.
Before we consider other emphatic cases, let us point out two facts.
First, the gramrrsticality of (12) and (13) arises from the contrast.

Thus

the following is w1grammatical in isolation:
(18) a.

*kp~~

1

(dem mm!
2

'*leave myself'
132

3

But in the contrast situation in which
in the underlying phrase

mar~er

afo

'you' is the subject of both S's

and in which the so-called reflexive pronoun

occurs in the first of the S's in (12), this NP, i.e. the so-·called reflexive

pronoun, is apparently attrs,cted in the second S, hence the gram.maticality of
(12) .

Second, the non-reflexive form

" In

ml

'me' wo1.1l:1, of course, be gram-

matical in (12), as the gramInaticality of (18b), where

mfln

has replaced
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(18) b.

mf~. kp~O

mlln
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'think of yourself, leave me'

In terms of meaning, however, much of the emphasis or force in (12) is lost in
ml" In

(18b) by the use of

in place of

The commonest type of emphatic cases (hereafter referred to simply as emphatics) is exemplified by the following:

,

(19) a.

Ime ke Idem

b.

af~

am~

'Ime himself'
2
1

2

1

ke Idem mfo

1

2

'you yourself'
1
2
3

3

In some cases, possession involving emphasis is formally marked as in (19),

ke

where the emphatic marker

(also used in cleft sentences) follows the "em-

phasized" nominal, and in the following examples:
(20) a.

Ok6n ado ay+n ke ldem mml «(d6x6 anle nd5pke)
1

2

3

4

567

'Okon is my real/natural child (not an adopted one)'

1
O.

4 -----3------

2

5

7

(ld6x6 aka
nam 8t6m ado nte 8t6m ke ldem mt~
..,
4
6
8
2
1
I
3
5
9
I

6
aw~

10

aten)
11

'do that job as your personal job (not as someone else's) ,
1
2 4
8
6
10
11
3
5
7
In the case of (20) , the

k4

is optionally deletable.

Thus, (21a, b) are par-

aphrases of (20a,b), respectively:

,

(21) a.

Ok6n ado ay+n (dem mml «d6x6 anle nd5pke)
'Okon is my real/natural child (not an adopted one)'

b.

nam ut6m ado nte ut6m Idem mfo «(d6x6 aka awo af4n)
'do that job as your personal job (not as someone else's)'

Observe that , the particle
occurs between Ime/afo and

(dem.

ke
(d4m

occurs between two nominals.
and in (20), between

In (19), it

aytn/ut6m

and

One way of deriving the particle is to introduce it transformationally

depending on the NP configuration (see the expansion of the NP in Section
below).
cases.

Alternatively,

k4

4

could be generated in the base in all emphatic

Then in the case of (12), i t is obligatorily deleted, where there is

no immediately preceding nominal.
the case of (20), as (21) shows.

It is, however, optionally deletable in
It is not de1etab1e in the case of (19).
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ke

How

is to be derived is not the issue.

emphasis reQuire the use of

Idem

The issue is that some cases of

in possessive relationship with other nom-

inals.
4.

~"ormulation

of the POGsessi ve Rule

Essien [1978:127] proposed the following expansion of the NP to account
for the facts of possessive NP's in Efik, where NOM stands for nominal:

(i)

NP

+

N DET

( ii )

DET

+

(NOM) fu~T

(iii)

NOM

~

NP

Given the above PA"ljansion of the NP, the possessor NP will be dominated
by the NOM of the DET.

This then accounts for the "Determiner" behaviour of

the possessor nominal observed in Efik (and in Ibibio, as pointed out in Section 3, pp. 96-102 ).
The above expansion rules as they are cannot account for all the facts of
Ibibio possessive NP's presented above.
emphasis in the tiP.

For example, it cannot account for

However, with a little amendment to the rules to include

EHPH (Emphasis), which is a reQuired category an:rway, e.g. the expansion of
the VP must include El·::PH to account for emphasis in the VP, the facts of Ibibio can be accomodated.

Accordingly, we propose the following expansion

rules:
(22 ) (i)

:ITP

~

(ii )

DET

~

(iii)

NOM

~

N lJET
(EMPH) (NOM) ART
tiP

With the above rules, then, both the emphatic and the non-emphatic cases of
HP can be accounted for

by

the selection or non-selection of EMPH respectively

in the rule application.
Given the rules in (22) above, a possessive NP with emphasis such as

utom Idem

mfo

'your personal job' in (21b) is structured as (23) on the next

page.
So far we have been concerned with the base rules that derive possessive

NP's.

Let us now turn to Possessive Pronominalization, by which, in our
, ,
definition, possessive pronouns are derived when such pronouns, e.g. am;)
in (24) on the next page, have coreferent interpretations.

Reflexivization in Ibibio

(23)
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NP

N-----------------------------------nET
EMPH

NOM

I

-----------NP

DET

N

~

I
I

NOM

ART

I
NP

~DET

N

ut6m
(24)

lm~ anyaal)a idem am~

I

afo

(dem

I

ART

'Ime is helping himself'

----1-----

1

Underlying (24) is (25), omitting irrelevant details.

s

(25)

VP

------------

V

NP

~DET
N

~ART

NOM

r

NP 3c

~
N
DET

\

,

anyaa~a

Ime

idem

.I.
Ime

I

ART

We restate, with a slight modification of the 1978 position, how Possessive
Pronominalization applies.

Given a structure such as (25), the rule applies,

provided that
there are two coreferent NP's (NP and NP ) such that one of the
NP's is dominated by a NOM;
1
3
the latter NP, i.e. NP 3 in our example, is immediately preceded by
an N;
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(iii)

the N that immediately precedes the NP dominated by NOM must be the
head noun of the DET that dominates the NOM that in turn dominates the
NP, i.e. NP3 in our example.

When the rule applies, it will mark the feature [+ProJ and [+PosJ (Possessive)
on the NP dominated by NOM.
simply mark it [+PosJ.

If the NP is already [+ProJ, then the rule will

In the case of (25), the NP will be realised later as

~m~ , after the necessary phonological rule(s) have applied, given a Chomsky-

an grammar.
Sometimes the coreferent NP's occur in one complex NP.

Consider the fol-

lowing example:
'Ime himself'
Clearly

, ,
am;)

in (26) refers to

Ime

in the example.

Given the rules in (22),

(26), which is a possessive NP with emphasis, is structured as (27) below:
(27)

NPl

----------------~-----------D

N

EMPH

T
T

NjM
NP

2

N~ET

-----------

ART

NOM

I

NP

~DET
N

, ,
Ime

,IIme,

I

ART

Assuming that NP I and NP 3 in (27) are coreferential,3 then Possessive Pronominalization can apply, since conditions (ii) and (iii) for the rule application are also met, and NP 3 will eventually become

am;)

3Here we overlook the problems of what constitutes coreference or identity raised by Jackendoff [1968:5] and others. In any case, if NP l and NP3 cannot be said to be coreferential (which is not to say equal), the N's dominated by these NP's are identical, indeed strictly identical.
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To derive
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ke, which occurs in (26), the surface counterpart of (27), we

probably need a

ke-INSERTION rule to introduce this particle.

Alternatively,

and better still, in our opinion, it can be introduced during what is often
referred to as "a second lexical pass" which also lexicalizes ART, which in
our gra.m:rnar is "empty" in the base.

This is fully discussed in Essien

[1974:

76ff. ].
So the three conditions stated above are sufficient for the application
of Possessive Pronominalization, whether in an S or NP configuration.

Given

the above possessive rule, how can we handle the ambiguity of the following
sentence:
a.

Ime ama at(gha idem (am~)

(28)

I

2

b.

3

'Ime shot himself'
I
3 2
'Ime shot his body' , e.g. as opposed
I
2
to head
3

Possessive Pronominalization in itself cannot solve this problem, since

(dem

as 'self' or 'body' in the sentence will still have the same underlying structure.

That is, whether

that sentence

(dam

is interpreted as 'self' or 'body' in (28),

is still derived from one underlying source.

structure is subject to Possessive Pronominalization.

But that source

Since Possessive Pro-

nominalization will apply in either case and reduce the structure to (28),
that rule cannot solve the ambiguity.

But if the ambiguity cannot be solved

syntactically by Possessive Pronominalization, it can be solved lexically.
This does not need further defence, since we have made the point quite clear
that

5.

(dam

is a lexically ambiguous item.

Implications
The analysis presented above has certain implications for Ibibio gra.m:rnar.

First, reflexivization as currently formulated does not exist in Ibibio and
should be viewed merely as a gra.m:rnatical device for accounting for reflexive
actions in some languages, English, for example.

Assuming that all languages

can express reflexive actions, then the grammatical device for doing this in
Ibibio (and perhaps other languages too in the Niger-Congo family) is Possessive Pronominalization.
Second, the similarity in form between the so-called reflexive pronouns
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and the emphatics merely reflects the relationship between the two:
both traceable to one source, possession.

they are

It may well be that the same sort

of similarity in form between the reflexive pronouns and the emphatics in English is not accidental, after all.
Third, and very important, our analysis reveals that Possessive Pronominalization is an important aspect of pronominalization in Ibibio, especially
as it also acts as a grammatical device for expressing reflexive actions.
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